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Vince Garica, WYDOT GIS/ITS Program Manager



Project Area
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 Runs 402 miles along 
Wyoming’s southern border
More than 32 million tons 
of freight per year
 Truck volume is 30-55% of 
the total traffic stream on 
an annual basis
• Seasonal peaks as high as 70%



Why Interstate 80
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On I-80 in Wyoming



CV Pilot Deployment
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CV Pilot On-the-Road Applications
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Incorporating CV Applications into the TMC
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CV Operations: TMC Integration
 Statewide TMC

• Operates 24/7
• Operators:

–Monitor ITS field devices
–Update public information systems
–Dispatch maintenance employees

 Responsibilities continue to grow, staffing levels 
don’t
• Every new project is viewed through the lens of 

minimizing the impact to operators
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Connected Vehicle Pilot: Integration
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WYDOT’s CV Pilot System

Vehicle System Wyoming CV System

Back office 
system

Roadside Infrastructure

External Interfaces

z

Pikalert enables CV data to 
be processed into 
actionable information

 Alerts are sent to 
operators who update 
information system

 TIMs send the information 
back to CVs

Other, traditional ITS 
systems are updated

Data is made available to 
third-parties, including 
Sirius XM



Incorporating CV Applications into the TMC
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 Focus on extending existing 
systems rather than building new 
ones
 Built TRAC to manage 
information sent to the TMC as 
part of a project to outfit 
snowplows with tablets to improve 
road condition reporting
• Now a central hub for activity 

management
• Patrol CAD incidents, Pikalert

suggestions, Text/email/voice 
transcriptions, Mobile Reports, Call 
before you dig management, etc. 



Incorporating CV Applications into the TMC
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It’s a new language, so we made a translation guide



Incorporating CV Applications into the TMC
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TMC will collect Performance 
Measures from Pikalert

We have all routes in the State 
configured to use Pikalert

If Pikalert suggestions prove 
reliable, this could revolutionize 
our road reports



Incorporating CV Applications into the TMC
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 Used existing systems to 
improve the CV Pilot
• Truck parking information 

crowdsourced from WY 511 
mobile app

• This information is displayed to 
other users of the app and 
incorporated into truck parking 
TIMs



Incorporating CV Applications into the TMC
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The TMC will use the CV Monitor to identify system problems 
and dispatch technicians



Impact on Field Operations
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CV Applications  and Field Personnel
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Tom DeHoff, District Engineer, District 1 in southeast Wyoming
Responsibilities
• Traffic
• Construction
• Equipment 
• Maintenance

Relationship with the
Highway Patrol

Relationship with TMC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, everyone. My name is Tom DeHoff and I’m the District Engineer responsible for a little more than half of the 402 miles of Interstate 80 in Wyoming. The team members I am responsible for are true professionals who specialize in traffic operations, construction activities, equipment maintenance and roadway maintenance. The biggest winter maintenance challenge we face falls in about a 150 mile stretch of Interstate 80 between Rawlins and Cheyenne.Before I talk more about how I see connected vehicle technology and its impact on field personnel and operations, I want to tell you about two quality relationships we have. First, some of you may not know but the Wyoming Highway Patrol is a division that falls under the Department of Transportation’s umbrella in our state. This means we work well together.  Second, we work with a statewide Transportation Management Center located in Cheyenne. We have been working this way, with a centralized TMC for more than 10 years and we’ve built a strong relationship. The TMC  provides a service that is very rare in rural states. 



CV Applications  and Field Personnel
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Top Priority – Safety of 
personnel
•Stripping  and other traffic 
operations – Traffic

•Workzone safety –
Construction crews

•Maintenance – Summer and 
winter activities

Every year snow plows are hit in spite of
flashing lights around the plow to make them 
visible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number one asset we have in the district is our personnel and their safety is my top priority. We have crews on the road every day, performing tasks that put them in harm’s way. This includes our traffic technicians who do everything from repairing traffic signals, roadway lighting, signing, and ensuring that pavement stripes are clear and visible. It also includes our construction crews who are generally located in work zones but need to be safe even on their way to and from a work zone. And finally, I have a special appreciation for the maintenance crews that are on the road during the worst of conditions. All of these people are dedicated and professional.I have reason to be concerned about the team members I am responsible for. Every year, as shown in the picture, we do our best to make snow plows visible with flashing lights but every year we have vehicles that are hit by drivers who either can’t see them or are not paying appropriate attention to their surroundings.



CV Applications  and Field Personnel
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Roadway Safety
•Few crashes and less severe 
crashes result in fewer 
deaths and fewer road 
closures

•Fewer crashes mean 
WYDOT Employees remain 
out of harm’s way.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m also concerned about the safety of the traveling public. I think we do a great job of maintaining our roads but we continue to see a large number of crashes and road closures.  All of us are in this together to reduce crashes, closures, and fatalities because we want our customers to arrive safely to their destinations. Aside from that, the number of crashes on our routes directly ties to the number of hours our personnel are exposed to hazardous conditions and events. It takes a small army of people to clean up a multi-vehicle crash and I’d rather they be safe at home with their families.



CV Applications  and Field Personnel
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Snow plows are complex
Cabs are filled with technology
• Spreader Controllers
• Wing plow operations
• Road Condition Reporting Tablet 

Android-based tablet allows for a single device to perform many functions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shifting gears, I’m going to talk a little bit about the amount of technology in a typical plow. These machines are becoming  more and more complex as we strive to measure our performance and improve our operations. Most of our plows have wings on them to allow a single operator to move more snow. There is a joystick type of control and plow up/down control in the cab to manage the blades. Behind the vehicle, we have a material spreader that is managed by an in-vehicle controller. Again, more equipment. And finally, we have been placing Android-based tablets in our vehicles to allow our snow plow operators to quickly update road conditions. This tablet now serves multiple purposes as we are moving ahead with connected vehicle technology. It receives sensor information from our weathercloud roadpack and skypack sensors and it provides the human/machine interface for the connected vehicle applications. 
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Field buy-in
• Must be based on success
• If technology works, personnel are 

happy to adapt and adopt
• Field personnel are patient but failure 

will kill concept

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This may come as a surprise to some people but our field personnel generally embrace technology. There are a few people who do not but most people are willing to adapt and adopt technologies that can keep them safe. It’s important that these technologies work. The field personnel are patient and I don’t think anyone expects technology to work without some challenges, especially when we are leading the way but it’s really important for the technology to work. A bad deployment can create a negative culture and a negative culture can kill the advancement of future technologies.



CV Applications  and Field Personnel
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Long-term vision
• Every employee and every vehicle have technology - much 

like the spread of cell phones
• All devices, again like cell phones, can interoperate at a 

fundamental level
• Significant reduction in crashes, closures and fatalities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that said, I am looking forward to this project. My long-term vision is to adopt technologies that will keep our employees and the traveling public safe. Someone recently talked about the quick adoption of the cell phone and I think this presents an analogy. I’d like every person on our staff and every vehicle in our fleet to someday be equipped with technology that “connects” them to others. If each person and each vehicle can broadcast their location, speed and heading so that on-board processors in other vehicles can avoid collisions with them, we will dramatically reduce our risks. Again, using the cell phone analogy, it will be important for all devices to interoperate. Just as I can make a call from my cell phone to anyone I choose, without worrying about whether it will connect or not, I think the CV technology must be 100% interoperable at a basic level. As transportation officials, it’s our duty and our mission to create a safe and efficient transportation system.



Connected Vehicle Pilot

visit the Wyoming Connected Vehicle Pilot website

wydotcvp.wyoroad.infohttps://wydotcvp.wyoroad.info

dot-cvpilot@wyo.gov
email
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